“Sustainability and living, two aspects that we believe go hand in hand. And until everyone believes this, we keep dreaming.”
Meet the team

- 60 students
- 11 different studies
- 5 coaches
Hey there, today we're taking our team photo.

Let's wait until everyone is here to take the pic!

Arjen and Petra can't be here, so they'll send us a picture.

Yes, here you go!

Okay, smile everyone!
Use of recyclable materials
  • Wooden construction
  • Modular
Eye-opening
Limitless

• Endless expandable
Community

• Not just a house, a whole community.
Innovative

• Connecting different systems
Unconventional

• A simple building package
Self-sufficient

• We generate the energy we need to use.
The start of our construction
Super structure
Building the house
The future
Our partners
Follow us

@celciushu